DTG Recycle Continues Rapid Expansion with Acquisition of the Anderson Rock and Demolition Pit

Yakima landfill acquisition positions construction and demolition, industrial and manufacturing waste recycling company for growth.

MILL CREEK, Wash. (PRWEB) November 05, 2019 -- DTG Recycle, the largest recycler of C&D, industrial and manufacturing waste in the Northwest, is proud to announce the acquisition of Anderson Rock and Demolition Pit, a limited purposes landfill for construction and demolition materials located in Eastern Washington at 41 Rocky Top Road, Yakima, WA 98908.

“In a first of its kind application in the Pacific Northwest, we will be installing a Material Recovery Facility at the landfill. All material that is received by the landfill will be sent across a sort line to recover wood, plastic, metal, and other recyclable materials,” said Tom Vaughn, CEO of DTG Recycle.

The acquisition opportunity was a result of a long-term relationship between Dan Guimont, President and Founder of DTG Recycle, and Ron Anderson, founder of Anderson Rock and Demolition Pit. Dan Guimont commented, “We are honored and grateful to Ron Anderson for entrusting us to continue to expand on the well-deserved reputation the quarry and landfill has established. We look forward to joining the Central Washington community and bringing additional jobs and economic activity to the region.”

The Anderson Rock and Demolition Pit acquisition marks yet another milestone in DTG’s rapid expansion. In 2019, DTG has opened two new material recovery facilities, acquired Recovery 1’s material recycling facility in Tacoma, WA, and now acquired the Anderson Rock and Demolition Pit. Additionally, in 2019, DTG has significantly increased its recycling collection fleet to almost 1,500 roll off and recycling containers. DTG this year also added significant new transportation capabilities with the addition of a fleet of end dump trailers, side dump trailers, and numerous walking floor trailers. “Our widespread geographic presence, multiple means of debris collection, innovative sorting techniques and groundbreaking end market developments allows us to fulfill DTG’s planet obsession and our customers sustainability goals,” said Tom Vaughn.

The Anderson Rock and Demolition Pit accepts the following materials: concrete, wood, asphalt, lumber, crushed rock, dirt, brick, metals, glass, rock, roofing material, sheet rock, spent lime, steel, stumps, trees, brush and certain types of contaminated soil.

The Anderson Rock and Demolition Pit accepts drop-offs from 7:30AM to 5PM, Monday through Friday. For questions and additional information, customers can contact DTG at (425) 549-3000.
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